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Cube Paking�F. K. Miyazaway Y. WakabayashizAbstratThe Cube Paking Problem (CPP) is de�ned as follows. Find a paking of a givenlist of (small) ubes into a minimum number of (larger) idential ubes. We show�rst that the approah introdued by Coppersmith and Raghavan for general onlinealgorithms for paking problems leads to an online algorithm for CPP with asymptotiperformane bound 3:954. Then we desribe two other o�ine approximation algorithmsfor CPP: one with asymptoti performane bound 3:466 and the other with 2:669. Aparametri version of this problem is de�ned and results on online and o�ine algorithmsare presented. We did not �nd in the literature o�ine algorithms with asymptotiperformane bounds as good as 2:669.1 IntrodutionThe Cube Paking Problem (CPP) is de�ned as follows. Given a list L of n ubes (ofdi�erent dimensions) and idential ubes, alled bins, �nd a paking of the ubes of L intoa minimum number of bins. The pakings we onsider are all orthogonal. That is, withrespet to a �xed side of the bin, the sides of the ubes must be parallel or orthogonal to it.CPP is a speial ase of the Three-dimensional Bin Paking Problem (3BP). In thisproblem the list L onsists of retangular boxes and the bins are also retangular boxes.Here, we may assume that the bins are ubes, sine otherwise we an sale the bins and theboxes in L orrespondingly.In 1989, Coppersmith and Raghavan [6℄ presented an online algorithm for 3BP, withasymptoti performane bound 6:25. Then, in 1992, Li and Cheng [11℄ presented an algo-rithm with asymptoti performane bound lose to 4:93. Improving the latter result, Csirikand van Vliet [7℄, and also Li and Cheng [10℄ designed algorithms for 3BP with asymptotiperformane bound 4:84 (the best bound known for this problem). Sine CPP is a speialase of 3BP, these algorithms an be used to solve it. Our aim is to show that algorithmswith better asymptoti performane bounds an be designed.Results of this kind have already been obtained for the 2-dimensional ase, more pre-isely, for the Square Paking Problem (SPP). In this problem we are given a list of squares�This work has been partially supported by Projet ProNEx 107/97 (MCT/FINEP), FAPESP(Pro. 96/4505{2), and CNPq individual researh grants (Pro. 300301/98-7 and Pro. 304527/89-0).yInstituto de Computa�~ao | Universidade Estadual de Campinas | C. Postal 6176 | 13083-970 |Campinas{SP | Brazil.zInstituto de Matem�atia e Estat��stia | Universidade de S~ao Paulo | Rua do Mat~ao, 1010 { CidadeUniversit�aria | 05508{900 | S~ao Paulo{SP | Brazil.1



2 F. K. Miyazawa and Y. Wakabayashiand we are aked to pak them into a minimum number of square bins. In [6℄, Copper-smith and Raghavan observe that their tehnique leads to an online algorithm for SPP withasymptoti performane bound 2:6875. They also proved that any online algorithm forpaking d-dimensional squares, d � 2, must have asymptoti performane bound at least4=3. Ferreira, Miyazawa and Wakabayashi [9℄ presented an o�ine algorithm for SPP withasymptoti performane bound 1:988. For the more general version of the 2-dimensionalase, where the items of L are retangles (instead of squares), Chung, Garey and Johnson[2℄ designed an algorithm with asymptoti performane bound 2:125.For more results on paking problems the reader is referred to [1, 3, 4, 5, 8℄.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2 we present somenotation and de�nitions. In Setion 3 we desribe an online algorithm for CPP that usesan approah introdued by Coppersmith and Raghavan [6℄, showing that its asymptotiperformane bound is at most 3:954. In Setion 4 we present an o�ine algorithm withasymptoti performane bound 3:466. We mention a parametri version for these algorithmsand derive asymptoti performane bounds. In Setion 5 we present an improved versionof the o�ine algorithm desribed in Setion 4. We show that this algorithm has asymptotiperformane bound 2:669. Finally, in Setion 6 we present some onluding remarks.2 Notation and de�nitionsThe reader is referred to [14℄ for the basi onepts and terms related to paking. Withoutloss of generality, we assume that the bins have unit dimensions, sine otherwise we ansale the ubes of the instane to ful�ll this ondition.A retangular box b with length x, width y and height z is denoted by a triplet b =(x; y; z). Thus, a ube is simply a triplet of the form (x; x; x). The size of a ube  = (x; x; x),denoted by s(), is x. Here we assume that every ube in the input list L has size at most1.The volume of a list L, denoted by V (L), is the sum of the volumes of the items in L.For a given list L and algorithm A, we denote by A(L) the number of bins used whenalgorithm A is applied to list L, and by OPT(L) the optimum number of bins for a pakingof L. We say that an algorithm A has an asymptoti performane bound � if there exists aonstant � suh that A(L) � � �OPT(L) + �; for all input list L:If � = 0 then we say that � is an absolute performane bound for algorithm A.If P is a paking, then we denote by #(P) the number of bins used in P.An algorithm to pak a list of items L = (1; : : : ; n) is said to be online if it paks theitems in the order given by the list L, without knowledge of the subsequent items on thelist. An algorithm that is not online is said to be o�ine.We onsider here a parametri version of CPP, denoted by CPPm, where m is a naturalnumber. In this problem, the instane L onsists of ubes with size at most 1=m. ThusCPP1 and CPP are the same problem.



Cube Paking 33 The online algorithm of Coppersmith and RaghavanIn 1989, Coppersmith and Raghavan [6℄ introdued an online algorithm for the multidimen-sional bin paking problem. In this setion we desribe a speialized version of this algorithmfor CPP. Our aim is to derive an asymptoti performane bound for this algorithm (notexpliitly given in the above paper).The main idea of the algorithm is to round up the dimensions of the items in L using arounding set S = f1= s0; s1; : : : ; si; : : :g, si > si+1. The �rst step onsists in rounding upeah item size to the nearest value in S. The rounding set S for CPP is S := S1 [ S2 [ S3,whereS1 = f1g; S2 = f1=2; 1=4; : : : ; 1=2k ; : : :g; S3 = f1=3; 1=6; : : : ; 1=(3 � 2k); : : :g:Let x be the value obtained by rounding up x to the nearest value in S. Given a ube = (x; x; x), de�ne  as the ube  := (x; x; x). Let L be the list obtained from L byrounding up the sizes of the ubes to the values in the rounding set S. The idea is to pakthe ubes of the list L instead of L, so that the paking of eah ube  2 L representsthe paking of  2 L. The paking of L is generated into bins belonging to three di�erentgroups: G1, G2 and G3. Eah group Gi ontains only bins of dimensions (x; x; 1), x 2 Si,i = 1; 2; 3. A bin of dimension (x; x; 1) will have only ubes  = (x; x; x) paked into it. Wesay that a ube  = (x; x; x) is of type i, if x 2 Si, i = 1; 2; 3.To pak the next unpaked ube  2 L with size x 2 Si, we proeed as follows.1. Let B 2 Gi be the �rst bin B = (x; x; 1), suh that Pb2B s(b) + x � 1 (if there existssuh a bin B).2. If there is a bin B as in step 1, pak  in a Next Fit manner into B.3. Otherwise,(a) take the �rst empty bin C = (y; y; 1), y 2 Si, with y > x and y as small aspossible. If there is no suh bin C, take a new bin (1; 1; 1) and replae it by i2bins of dimensions (1i ; 1i ; 1) and let C = (y; y; 1) be the �rst of these i2 bins.(b) If y > x, then replae C by other four bins of dimensions (y2 ; y2 ; 1). Continue inthis manner replaing one of these new bins by four bins, until there is a bin Cof dimension C = ( y2m ; y2m ; 1) with y2m = x.() Pak  in a Next Fit manner into the �rst bin C.4. Update the group Gi.Let us now analyse the asymptoti performane of the algorithm we have desribed.Consider P the paking of L generated by this algorithm, Li the set of all ubes of type iin L, and Pi the set of bins of P having only ubes of type i. Now, let us onsider the binsB = (x; x; 1), x 2 Si, and ompute the volume oupied by the ubes of L that were pakedinto these bins. All bins in the group G1 are ompletely �lled. Thus, #(P1) = V (L1).For the bins in the groups G2 and G3 the unoupied volume is at most 1 for eah group.Therefore, we have #(Pi) � V (Li) + 1; i = 2; 3:



4 F. K. Miyazawa and Y. WakabayashiNow, let us onsider the volume we inreased beause of the rounding proess. Eahube  2 L1 has volume at least 18 of , and eah ube  2 L2 [ L3 has volume at least 827of . Hene, we have the following inequalities:#(P1) � 11=8V (L1); and #(P2 [ P3) � 18=27V (L2 [ L3) + 2:Let n1 := #(P1) and n23 := #(P2 [P3)� 2. Thus, using the inequalities above and thefat that the volume of the ubes in L is a lower bound for the optimum paking, we haveOPT(L) � V (L) � 18n1 + 827n23.Sine OPT(L) � n1, it follows that OPT(L) � maxfn1; 18n1 + 827n23g. Now using thefat that #(P) = #(P1) + #(P2 [ P3) = n1 + n23 + 2, we have#(P) � � �OPT(L) + 2;where � = (n1 + n23)=(maxfn1; 18n1 + 827n23g). Analysing the two possible ases for thedenominator, we obtain � � 3:954.The approah used above an also be used to develop online algorithms for the para-metri version CPPm. In this ase we partition the paking into two parts. One part isan optimum paking with all bins, exept perhaps the last (say n0 bins), �lled with m3ubes of volume at least (1=(m + 1))3 eah. The other part is a paking with all bins,exept perhaps a �xed number of them (say n00 bins), having an oupied volume of at least((m+ 1)=(m+ 2))3.It is not diÆult to show that the asymptoti performane bound �m of CPPm isbounded by (n0 + n00)=(maxfn0; (m=(m+ 1))3n0 + ((m+ 1)=(m + 2))3n00g). For m = 2 andm = 3 these values are at most 2:668039 and 2:129151, respetively.4 An o�ine algorithmBefore we present our �rst o�ine algorithm for CPP, let us desribe the algorithm NFDH(Next Fit Desreasing Height), whih is used as a subroutine.NFDH �rst sorts the ubes of L in noninreasing order of their size, say 1; 2; : : : ; n.The �rst ube 1 is paked in the position (0; 0; 0), the next one is paked in the position(s(1); 0; 0) and so on, side by side, until a ube that does not �t in this layer is found. Atthis moment the next ube k is paked in the position (0; s(1); 0). The proess ontinuesin this way, layer by layer, until a ube that does not �t in the �rst level is found. Then thealgorithm paks this ube in a new level at height s(1). When a ube annot be pakedin a bin, it is paked in a new bin. The algorithm proeeds in this way until all ubes of Lhave been paked.The following results will be used in the sequel. The proof of Lemma 1 is left to thereader. Theorem 2 follows immediately from Lemma 1.Theorem 4.1 (Meir and Moser [12℄) Any list L of k-dimensional ubes, with sizes x1 �x2 � � � � � xn � � � �, an be paked by algorithm NFDH into only one k-dimensionalretangular parallelepiped of volume a1 � a2 � : : : � ak if aj > x1 (j = 1; : : : ; k) andxk1 + (a1 � x1)(a2 � x1) � � � (ak � x1) � V (L).



Cube Paking 5Lemma 4.2 For any list of ubes L = (1; : : : ; n) suh that x(i) � 1m , the following holdsfor the paking of L into unit bins:NFDH(L) � ((m+ 1)=m)3 V (L) + 2:Theorem 4.3 For any list of ubes L = (b1; : : : ; bn) suh that x(bi) � 1m , the followingholds for the paking of L into unit bins:NFDH(L) � ((m+ 1)=m)3OPT(L) + 2:Before presenting the �rst o�ine algorithm, alled CUBE, let us introdue a de�nitionand the main ideas behind it.If a paking P of a list L satis�es the inequality #(P) � V (L)v + C, where v and Care onstants, then we say that v is a volume guarantee of the paking P (for the list L).Algorithm CUBE uses an approah, whih we all ritial set ombination (see [13℄), basedon the following observation.Reall that in the analysis of the performane of the algorithm presented in Setion 3we onsidered the paking divided into two parts. One optimum paking, of the list L1,with a volume guarantee 18 , and the other part, of the list L23 = L2 [ L3, with a volumeguarantee 827 . If we onsider this partition of L, the volume we an guarantee in eah binis the best possible, as we an have ubes in L1 with volume very lose to 18 , and ubes inL23 for whih we have a paking with volume oupation in eah bin very lose to 827 . Inthe ritial set ombination approah, we �rst de�ne some subsets of ubes in L1 and L23with small volumes as the ritial sets. Then we ombine the ubes in these ritial setsobtaining a partial paking that is part of an optimum paking and has volume oupationin eah bin better than 18 . That is, sets of ubes that would lead to small volume oupationare set aside and they are ombined appropriately so that the resulting paking has a bettervolume guarantee.Theorem 4.4 For any list L of ubes for CPP, we haveCUBE(L) � 3:466 �OPT(L) + 4:Proof. First, onsider the paking PAB . Sine eah bin of PAB , exept perhaps the last,ontains one ube of LA and seven ubes of LB , we have#(PAB) � 183=216V (LAB) + 1; (1)where LAB is the set of ubes of L paked in PAB .Now onsider a partition of P 0 into three partial pakings P1, P2 and P3, de�ned asfollows. The paking P1 has the bins of P 0 with at least one ube of size greater than 12 .The paking P2 has the bins of P 0 n P1 with at least one ube of size greater than 13 . Thepaking P3 has the remaining bins, i.e., the bins in P 0 n (P1 [ P2). Let Li be the set ofubes paked in Pi, i = 1; 2; 3.



6 F. K. Miyazawa and Y. WakabayashiAlgorithm CUBE// To pak a list of ubes L into unit bins B = (1; 1; 1).1 Let p = 0:354014; and LA; LB be sublists of L de�ned as follows.LA  f 2 L1 : 12 < s() � (1� p)g; LB  f 2 L2 : 13 < s() � pg:2 Generate a partial paking PAB of LA [ LB, suh that PAB is the union of pakingsP1AB ; : : : ;PkAB , where PiAB is a paking generated for one bin, onsisting of one ubeof LA and seven ubes of LB , exept perhaps the last (that an have fewer ubes ofLB). [The paking PAB will ontain all ubes of LA or all ubes of LB.℄Update the list L by removing the ubes paked in PAB .3 P 0  NFDH(L);4 Return P 0 [ PAB .end algorithm.Sine all ubes of L3 have size at most 1=3, and they are paked in P3 with algorithmNFDH, by Lemma 4.2, we have #(P3) � 127=64V (L3) + 2: (2)Case 1. LB is totally paked in PAB .In this ase, every ube of L1 has volume at least 18 . Therefore#(P1) � 11=8V (L1): (3)Now, sine every ube of L2 has size at least p and eah bin of paking P2 has at least 8ubes of L2, we have #(P2) � 18p3V (L2) + 1: (4)Sine 8p3 = minf8p3; 83216 ; 2764g, using (1), (2) and (4), and setting Paux := PAB [P3[P2,we have #(Paux) � 18p3V (Laux) + 4: (5)Clearly, P1 is an optimum paking of L1, and hene#(P1) � OPT(L): (6)



Cube Paking 7De�ning h1 := #(P1) and h2 := #(Paux) � 4, and using inequalities (3), (5) and (6) wehave CUBE(L) � �0 �OPT(L) + 4;where �0 = (h1 + h2)=(maxfh1; 18h1 + 8p3h2g) � 3:466.Case 2. LA is totally paked in PAB.In this ase, the volume guarantee for the ubes in L1 is better than the one obtainedin Case 1. Eah ube of L1 has size at least 1 � p. Thus, #(P1) � 1(1�p)3V (L1). Forthe paking P2, we obtain a volume guarantee of at least 827 , and the same holds for thepakings P3 and PAB . Thus, for Paux as above, #(Paux) � 18=27V (Laux) + 4.Sine #(P1) � OPT(L), ombining the previous inequalities and proeeding as in Case1, we have CUBE(L) � �00 �OPT(L) + 4;where �00 = (h1 + h2)=(maxfh1; (1� p)3h1 + 827h2g) � 3:466.The proof of the theorem follows from the results obtained in Case 1 and Case 2. Weobserve that the value of p was obtained by imposing equality for the values of �0 and �00.Algorithm CUBE an also be generalized for the parametri problem CPPm. The ideais the same as the one used in algorithm CUBE. The input list is �rst subdivided into twoparts, P1 and P2. Part P1 onsists of those ubes with size in � 1m+1 ; 1mi, and part P2 onsistsof the remaining ubes. The ritial ubes in eah part are de�ned using an appropriatevalue of p = p(m), and then ombined. The analysis is also divided into two parts, aordingto whih ritial set is totally paked in the ombined paking. It is not diÆult to derive thebounds �(CUBEm) that an be obtained for the orresponding algorithms. For m = 2 andm = 3 the values of �(CUBEm) are at most 2:42362852 (p = 0:26355815) and 1:98710756(p = 0:20916664), respetively.5 An improved algorithm for CPPWe present in this setion an algorithm for the ube paking problem that is an improve-ment of algorithm CUBE desribed in the previous setion. For that, we onsider anotherrestrited version of CPP, denoted by CPPk, where k is an integer greater than 2. In thisproblem the instane is a list L onsisting of ubes of size greater than 1k . We use in thesequel the following result for CPP3.Lemma 5.1 There is a polynomial time algorithm to solve CPP3.Proof. Let L1 = f 2 L : s() > 12g and L2 = L n L1. Without loss of generallity, onsiderL1 = (1; : : : ; k). Pak eah ube i 2 L1 in a unit bin Ci at the orner (0; 0; 0). Notethat it is possible to pak seven ubes with size at most 1� s(i) in eah bin Ci. Now, foreah bin Ci, onsider seven other smaller bins C(j)i , j = 1; : : : ; 7; eah with size 1 � s(i).



8 F. K. Miyazawa and Y. WakabayashiConsider a bipartite graph G with vertex set X [ Y , where X is the set of the small bins,and Y is preisely L2. In G there is an edge from a ube  2 L2 to a bin C(j)i 2 X if andonly if  an be paked into C(j)i . Clearly, a maximum mathing in G orresponds to amaximum paking of the ubes of L2 into the bins oupied by the ubes of L1. Denote byP12 the paking of L1 ombined with the ubes of L2 paked with the mathing strategy.The optimum paking of L an be obtained by adding to the paking P12 the bins pakedwith the remaining ubes of L2 (if existent), eah with 8 ubes, exept perhaps the last.We say that a ube  is of type G, resp. M , if s() 2 �12 ; 1i, resp. s() 2 �13 ; 12i.Lemma 5.2 It is possible to generate an optimum paking of an instane of CPP3 suhthat eah bin, exept perhaps one, has one of the following on�gurations:(a) C1: on�guration onsisting of 1 ube of type G and 7 ubes of type M ;(b) C2: on�guration onsisting of exatly 1 ube of type G; and() C3: on�guration onsisting of 8 ubes of type M .Lemma 5.1 shows the existene of a polynomial time optimum algorithm for CPP3. Infat, it is not diÆult to design a greedy-like algorithm to solve CPP3 in time O(n log n).Suh an algorithm is given in [9℄ for SPP3 (de�ned analogously with respet to SPP).We are now ready to present the improved algorithm for the ube paking problem,whih we all ICUBE (Improved CUBE).Algorithm ICUBE// To pak a list of ubes L into unit bins B = (1; 1; 1).1. Let L01  fq 2 L : 13 < s(q) � 1g.2. Generate an optimum paking P 01 of L01 (in polynomial time), with bins as in Lemma5.2. That is, solve CPP3 with input list L01.3. Let PA be the set of bins B 2 P 01 having on�guration C2 with a ube q 2 B withs(q) � 23 ; let LA be the set of ubes paked in PA.4. Let LB  fq 2 L : 0 < s(q) � 13g.5. Generate a paking PAB �lling the bins in PA with ubes of LB (see below).6. Let L1 be the set of all paked ubes, and P1 the paking generated for L1.7. Let P2 be the paking of the unpaked ubes of LB generated by NFDH.8. Return the paking P1 [ P2.end algorithmTo generate the paking PAB , in step 5 of algorithm ICUBE, we �rst partition the listLB into 5 lists, LB;3, LB;4, LB;5, LB;6, LB;7, de�ned as follows. LB;i = f 2 LB : 1i+1 <s() � 1i g, i = 3; : : : ; 6 and LB;7 = f 2 LB : s() � 17g. Then we ombine the ubes ineah of these lists with the paking PA generated in step 3.



Cube Paking 9Now onsider the paking of ubes of LB;3 into bins of PA. Sine we an pak 19 ubesof LB;3 into eah of these bins, we generate suh a paking until all ubes of LB;3 have beenpaked, or until there are no more bins in PA. We generate similar pakings ombiningthe remaining bins of PA with the lists LB;4, LB;5 and LB;6. To pak the ubes of LB;7into bins of PA we onsider the empty spae of the bin divided into three smaller bins ofdimensions (1; 1; 13 ), (1; 13 ; 13) and (13 ; 13 ; 13). Then use NFDH to pak the ubes in LB;7 intothese smaller bins. We ontinue the paking of LB;7 using other bins of PA until there areno more unpaked ubes of LB;7, or all bins of PA have been onsidered.Theorem 5.3 For any instane L of CPP, we haveICUBE(L) � 2:669 �OPT(L) + 7:Proof. (Sketh) Let C01; C02 and C03 be the set of bins used in P 01 with on�gurations C1,C2 and C3, respetively. Considering the volume guarantees of C01; C02 and C03, we have#(C01) � 11=8+7=27V (C01) + 1, #(C02) � 11=8V (C02) + 1, and #(C03) � 18=27V (C03) + 1.We all LA the set of ubes paked in C02, and onsider it a ritial set (LA := fq 2 L :12 < s(q) � 23g). The bins of C02 are additionally �lled with the ubes in L01, de�ned as LB ,until possibly all ubes of LB have been paked (LB := fq 2 L : 0 < s(q) � 13g). We havetwo ases to analyse.Case 1: All ubes of LB have been paked in PAB.The analysis of this ase is simple and will be omitted.Case 2: There are ubes of LB not paked in PAB.Note that the volume oupation in eah bin with on�guration C1 or C3 is at least 827 . Forthe bins with on�guration C2, we have a volume oupation of 18 . In step 5, the bins withon�guration C2 are additionaly �lled with ubes of LB generating a ombined pakingPAB .In this ase, all ubes of LA have been paked with ubes of LB. Thus, eah bin ofPAB has a volume oupation of at least 827 . The reader an verify this fat by adding upthe volume of these ubes in LA and the ubes of LB;i, i = 3; : : : ; 6. For bins ombiningubes of LA with LB;7, we use Theorem 1 to guarantee this minimum volume oupationfor the resulting paked bins. Therefore, we have an optimum paking of L1 with volumeguarantee at least 827 . Thus we have #(P1) � OPT(L), and #(P1) � V (L)8=27 + 6.The paking P2 is generated by algorithm NFDH for a list of ubes with size not greaterthan 13 . Therefore, by Lemma 4.2, we have #(P2) � V (L)27=64 + 2.Now, proeeding as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we obtainICUBE(L) � � �OPT(L) + 8;where � = 1945729 � 2:669.6 Conluding remarksWe have desribed an online algorithm for CPP that is a speialization of an approahintrodued by Coppersmith and Raghavan [6℄ for a more general setting. Our motivation



10 F. K. Miyazawa and Y. Wakabayashiin doing so was to obtain the asymptoti performane bound (3:954) of this algorithm, sothat we ould ompare it with the bounds of the o�ine algorithms presented here.We have shown a simple o�ine algorithm for CPP with asymptoti performane bound3:466. Then we have designed another o�ine algorithm that is an improvement of thisalgorithm, with asymptoti performane bound 2:669. This result an be generalized tok-dimensional ube paking, for k > 3, by making use of the Theorem 4.1 and generalizingthe tehniques used in this paper. Both algorithms an be implemented to run in timeO(n log n), where n is the number of ubes in the list L. We have also shown that if theinstane onsists of ubes with size greater than 1=3 there is a polynomial exat algorithm.We did not �nd in the literature o�ines algorithms for CPP with asymptoti perfor-mane bound as good as 2:669.Referenes[1℄ B. S. Baker, A. R. Calderbank, E. G. Co�man Jr., and J. C. Lagarias. Approximationalgorithms for maximizing the number of squares paked into a retangle. SIAM J.Algebrai Disrete Methods, 4(3):383{397, 1983.[2℄ F. R. K. Chung, M. R. Garey, and D. S. Johnson. On paking two-dimensional bins.SIAM J. Algebrai Disrete Methods, 3:66{76, 1982.[3℄ E. G. Co�man, Jr., M. R. Garey, and D. S. Johnson. Approximation algorithms forbin paking { an updated survey. In G. Ausiello et al. (eds.) Algorithms design foromputer system design, 49{106. Springer-Verlag, New York, 1984.[4℄ E. G. Co�man, Jr., M. R. Garey, and D. S. Johnson. Approximation algorithms forbin paking { a survey. In D. Hohbaum (ed.) Approximation algorithms for NP-hardproblems, 46{93, PWS, 1997.[5℄ E. G. Co�man Jr. and J. C. Lagarias. Algorithms for paking squares: A probabilistianalysis. SIAM J. Comput., 18(1):166{185, 1989.[6℄ D. Coppersmith and P. Raghavan. Multidimensional on-line bin paking: algorithmsand worst-ase analysis. Oper. Res. Lett., 8(1):17{20, 1989.[7℄ J. Csirik and A. van Vliet. An on-line algorithm for multidimensional bin paking.Operations Researh Letters, 13:149{158, 1993.[8℄ H. Dykho�, G. Sheithauer, and J. Terno. Cutting and paking. In F. MaÆoli, M.Dell'Amio and S. Martello (eds.) Annotated Bibliographies in Combinatorial Opti-mization, Chapter 22, 393{412. John Wiley, 1997.[9℄ C. E. Ferreira, F. K. Miyazawa, and Y. Wakabayashi. Paking squares into squares.Pesquisa Operaional, a speial volume on utting and paking. To appear.[10℄ K. Li and K-H. Cheng. A generalized harmoni algorithm for on-line multidimensionalbin paking. TR UH-CS-90-2, University of Houston, January 1990.
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